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CP-taking er-nominalizations

CP-taking er-nominalizations (CoPTErs) are possible in English.

(1) a. I am a firm believer [that the Earth is flat].
b. I am a big hoper [that everything happens for a reason].
c. They are frequent complainers [that their freedom is being

impinged].

An observation: CoPTErs are attested only in predicative positions.

(2) a. Complement of copula
γYet Jackson is a chronic complainer [that his privacy is in-
vaded].

b. Complement of as
γAnd I say that as a Moore critic and doubter [that he can do
it again].

c. Complement in small clause
γI would consider myself a believer [that there is something
after we die].

d. Appositive
γYou are hearing, in short, a seeker of unfair privilege – a de-
mander [that the playing field be tilted against consumers’
and society’s broad interests …].

CoPTErs are strange in argument positions (and unattested in COCA):

(3) a. The complaint [that the stairs were too steep] did not re-
ceive a response.

b.⁇The complainer [that the stairs were too steep] did not re-
ceive a response.

(4) a. I ignored the complaint [that the stairs were too steep].
b.⁇I ignored the complainer [that the stairs were too steep].

What’s the issue?

COPTErs sit at a point of tension in the grammar.

•Er-nominalizations are Argument Structure Nominals
(Alexiadou & Schäfer 2010, Roy & Soare 2014).
→ASNs inherit the argument-taking properties of their

parent verb, including the property of taking a CP
argument.

•Er-nominalizations are nouns.
→Nouns can’t take CPs as arguments (Stowell 1981, Moulton

2015, Elliott 2020).

Proposal

The CP adjoins to the predication; binds a category-N/D variable:
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Support for this analysis:

1.The CP is not a syntactic argument of the CoPTEr.
2.The CP is interpreted as an argument of the CoPTEr.

The CP is not a syntactic argument of the CoPTEr

#1: CoPTErs don’t license so

So is a CP pro-form (Moulton 2015):

(6) a. I believe [that Barry is a vampire].
b. I believe so.

CP-taking nouns reject so:

(7) a. my belief [that Barry is a vampire]
b. *my belief so

CoPTErs similarly reject so:

(8) a. I am a firm believer [that Barry is a vampire].
b. * I am a firm believer so.

#2: CoPTErs don’t license Null Complement Anaphora

Null complements to CoPTErs must be interpreted as non-specific,
never anaphoric:

(9) Sarcasm doesn’t translate well?

a. Yes, I frequently forget ØNCA.
b. #Yes, I’m a frequent forgetter *ØNCA.

Explanation:

•Both so and ØNCA are CP pro-forms (Haynie 2010).
•CP pro-forms can only sit in argument positions; whereas full
CPs can combine with nouns as modifiers (Moulton 2015).

→CoPTErs cannot take CPs as arguments; only as modifiers.

The CP is interpreted as an argument of the CoPTEr

#1: The CoPTEr and CP can’t stand in a predication

Nouns and their CP complements can stand in a predication (Higgins
1973):

(10) a. the idea [that Barry is a vampire]
b. The idea is [that Barry is a vampire].

Nouns and true arguments can’t stand in a predication:

(11) a. the destruction [of the city]
b. *The destruction was [of the city].

CoPTErs and their CPs similarly can’t stand in a predication:

(12) a. a firm believer [that Barry is a vampire]
b. *A firm believer is [that Barry is a vampire].

#2: The CP can be replaced with a propositional DP

With typical CP-taking nouns, the CP cannot be replaced with a
propositional of -DP:

(13) a. Eleanor—a spy? *I don’t understand the belief of that.
b. *I don’t understand the claim of that.

But with CoPTErs, the CP can be replaced with a propositional of -DP:

(14) a. Eleanor—a spy? Yes, I’ve long been a believer of that.
b. Yes, I was once a serious claimer of that.

→ In this way, the CP complement to a CoPTEr patterns with a true
argument to a noun.

CoPTErs across languages

They don’t seem to work—for further investigation:
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(‘He is a passionate believer that things must be done differ-
ently.’) (Dutch)
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(‘a great believer that Earth is round’) (French)
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(‘I am a firm believer that everything happens for a reason.’) (Greek)
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